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BACKGROUND
Snake-themed events are a long-standing tradition in many communities in Texas. Though there is some
variation, many in this state are “round-ups” where rattlesnakes are collected and brought to an event
where they are purchased or processed depending on the event. Rattlesnakes are often collected for
these events by introducing gasoline and / or the associated vapors into winter dens to drive snakes from
the den to be harvested. This practice is commonly referred to as “gassing”. (For more detailed
information on this topic, please see Reference Document 1 in the Reference Documents file.) The
impacts of gassing have long been debated and in 2009 Texas Parks and Wildlife Department staff began
an internal review of the practice by searching scientific literature. In 2012-2013, petrochemical
contamination was listed as a threat to karst invertebrates (invertebrates dwelling in crevices, caves,
sinkholes) in Critical Habitat documentation published by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The
implication of this concerned Texas Parks and Wildlife Department staff as it related to other karst
invertebrates endemic to Texas. (For a detailed timeline of events, please see Reference Document 2 in
the Reference Documents file.)
In 2013, the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department received a petition asking the agency to prohibit the
practice of gassing (Reference Document 3). Agency staff briefed the Texas Parks and Wildlife Commission
and the Commission directed staff to develop a proposed rule. A rule proposing the prohibition of gassing
was published. Public hearings were held. TPWD received correspondence from constituents and elected
officials (Reference Document 4). The proposed rule was tabled in 2014 and a Snake Harvest Working
Group was created to analyze the practice in detail over the course of a year and provide a report to the
Commission regarding findings.

SNAKE HARVEST WORKING GROUP
In September, 2014, TPWD Executive Director, Carter Smith established the Snake Harvest Working Group
(SHWG) and the appointment process began. The 12 appointed SHWG members included 4
representatives from the town of Sweetwater, one private landowner who has first-hand knowledge of
snake hunting, one landowner from TPWD’s Private Lands Advisory Committee, one land manager from
TPWD’s Wildlife Diversity Advisory Committee, one representative of Texas and Southwestern Cattle
Raisers Association, one representative from The Wildlife Society, one representative from Texas Wildlife
Association, and 2 representatives from the herpetological community. TPWD provided 8 staff with
various areas of expertise to facilitate the SHWG’s process by conducting research, taking notes and
providing documents as requested, securing meeting spaces, etc. Representative Susan King provided a
staff member (Mr. Bryan Law) to serve as the liaison between her office and the SHWG. The TPWD staff
and Mr. Law were not “voting members” of the SHWG. See Appendix 1 for the complete list of names.
The SHWG was chaired by Dr. Bill Eikenhorst and was provided a charter and 7 charges to address (Figure
1). The charges to be addressed by the SHWG were:
1. Evaluate snake harvest data, cultural impact and economic trends of snake festivals and roundups
2. Identify measures of success for snake festivals and roundups
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3. Review scientific data related to take of snakes with noxious substances (e.g. gasoline fumes) and
ecological/habitat impacts from such practices
4. Identify any systematic obstacles to alternative, ecologically sound capture methods
5. Review historic recommendations (previous TPWD/other position statements) regarding related
regulations
6. Discuss potential implications to U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service endangered species listing process
7. Provide practical solutions and preferred recommendations in a written report to the Executive
Director
Figure 1: Snake Harvest Working Group Charter and Charges
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The SHWG met 4 times (12/9/14, 2/11/15, 5/12/15, and 9/2/2015) and analyzed all charges in detail.
Meeting minutes were compiled by TPWD staff and approved by the SHWG members (Appendices 2-5).
The SHWG also was charged with producing recommendations to the TPWD Commission.

FIRST MEETING
The first SHWG meeting served to establish the group as well as address the following charges;
3. Review scientific data related to take of snakes with noxious substances (e.g. gasoline fumes) and
ecological/habitat impacts from such practices
5. Review historic recommendations (previous TPWD/other position statements) regarding related
regulations
6. Discuss potential implications to U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service endangered species listing process

CHARGES 3 AND 5 – HISTORY AND BACKGROUND
TPWD staff presented the history and background of the issue and the proposed rule process that led to
the creation of the group to ensure that all members were sufficiently aware of the history of the issue.
For the sake of efficiency, this information presented to the SHWG pertaining to the history and
background is not included as part of this report, but can be found in Reference Document 1 as well as the
meeting minutes (Appendix 2).
TPWD staff presented a summary of the scientific research that has been done in the lab as well as in the
field documenting the impacts of exposing various species to gasoline and its associated vapors. For
additional detail regarding that research, please see “Toxicity of Exposure to Petrochemicals” in Reference
Document 1. Group discussion followed the presentation of this material and reactions varied. Individual
perspectives on the level of threat that gasoline poses to non-target populations are provided in the Points
of Consideration (POC) section from meeting 4 below. Some SHWG members felt that the field research
presented was not valid or applicable as it was done outside of Texas or used species of snakes other than
western diamondback rattlesnakes (WDR) to demonstrate the effects of gassing. Other members felt the
research was valid and applicable believing the location of the studies and the species used were
sufficiently similar to provide an accurate understanding of the impacts of gassing in Texas.
Though there are no data to accurately ascertain the land area actually involved in gassing, some SHWG
members felt that there isn’t enough gassing across a large enough area of the landscape to be a
significant concern, and thus said regulation would be a “solution looking for a problem.” Others felt that
the impacts of introducing gasoline and its associated vapors into karst features were sufficiently
damaging at any scale to be a concern.
The origin of the petition was also a point of debate as the history and background of this issue was
discussed. Some SHWG members objected to the fact that one of the petition coauthors and many of the
signatories were not residents of Texas. Those members felt that non-residents should not be able to
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influence regulation in Texas. As a result of this sentiment, HB 763 was passed in the 84th legislative
session. For more information on this bill, please see the “Petition to Prohibit Gassing and Resulting
Proposed Rule” section of Reference Document 1. Other SHWG members felt that the origin of the
petition was irrelevant and that the issue the petition raised was a valid concern that needed to be
addressed.

CHARGE 6 - U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE IMPLICATIONS
TPWD staff presented the implications of gassing on karst invertebrates and future listing vulnerabilities.
TPWD stated that its goal is to manage for healthy wildlife populations, thus hopefully averting species
being listed as federally threatened or endangered. TPWD explained that USFWS considers threats to a
species when reviewing a listing decision. Currently, there are 26 species of federally listed karst
invertebrates in Texas. During the period from 2012 to 2013, 15 of those species had Critical Habitat (CH)
designated. In the documentation for those CH designations, exposure to petrochemicals was listed as a
threat to karst invertebrates. In addition to the currently listed karst invertebrate species, there are 130
endemic (occurring nowhere else but Texas) karst invertebrates that occupy the same or similar habitats
as the currently listed species. Given the public concern and political debate over recent listings, TPWD
stated that it is disconcerting to imagine the scale of economic and political impact if some or all of the
additional 130 species were to also become listed. TPWD staff presented the USFWS’s “five factors threat
analysis” that is used when considering listing decisions. These factors include:
1. Present or threatened destruction, modification, or curtailment of the species’ range or habitat
2. Over-use for commercial, recreational, scientific, or educational purposes
3. Disease or predation
4. Inadequacy of existing regulatory mechanisms
5. Other natural or man-made factors affecting the continued existence of the species
Should any of the 130 endemic karst invertebrates be petitioned for listing, TPWD expressed the belief
that the practice of gassing would create vulnerabilities related to three of the five factors. TPWD
presented evidence that the discharge (purposeful or accidental) of petrochemicals into the environment
has been documented to modify and/or destroy habitat for invertebrates (Elliott, 2000) thereby creating
vulnerability related to Factor 1. Similarly, purposefully introducing gasoline and/or fumes into the habitat
of rare invertebrates could also be considered a man-made factor affecting the continued existence of a
species since entire populations have been eliminated by contamination (Elliot, 2000), thereby creating
vulnerability related to Factor 5. Finally, TPWD staff expressed the belief that having no regulation on this
practice in Texas creates vulnerability related to Factor 4.
Group discussion followed the presentation of this material and reactions varied. Individual perspectives
related to the vulnerabilities as outlined by TPWD are provided in the Points of Consideration (POC)
section from meeting 4 below. Most SHWG members agreed that introducing gasoline and its associated
vapors into dens poses a threat to non-target populations. Most also agreed that proactive measures
taken to reduce such threats are preferred to having the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) become
involved. However, this perspective was not unanimous. Some members did not believe the threat to
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non-target populations is sufficient to cause concern. Others held the perspective that the burden of
proof to demonstrate impact is on the USFWS and we should not regulate ourselves preemptively.

SECOND AND THIRD MEETINGS
It was the overarching goal of the second and third meetings to build a foundational knowledge related to
the Sweetwater rattlesnake roundup and the antivenin supply chain. This overarching goal addressed the
following working group charges:
1. Evaluate snake harvest data, cultural impact and economic trends of snake festivals and roundups
2. Identify measures of success for snake festivals and roundups
To attempt to address charges 1 and 2, TPWD staff contacted organizers from as many extant snakethemed events as possible to gather data regarding their events. TPWD staff was able to reach a total of
twenty-one of the twenty-five events known to exist. Contact was established either by calling or emailing
event organizers as well as other community leaders (such as mayors or Chambers of Commerce) if
possible to verify information. Although the information gathered was based on estimates and is not
reliable for scientifically rigorous analysis, TPWD staff attempted to ascertain trends and identify metrics
for success for such events. For more detailed information, graphs, etc. regarding the data presented to
the SHWG, please see Reference Document 5.
TPWD staff presented the results of the information gathering effort to the SHWG. Given the limitations
of the data, some general patterns contributing to the success of events were presented. An obvious
trend was that such events are economically valuable to the host organizations and/or the communities in
which they are held. Though event profit is important, it did not turn out to be a good, sole measure of
success since several events do not strive to make a profit, but rather strive to use the event to simply
bring tourist dollars into their community to bolster hotel, restaurant, gasoline, etc. sales. Therefore a
more universal trend emerged that attendance is the best measure of success. The analysis of snakethemed events revealed that although there are fewer such events today than historically, those that
remain have attendance levels that are stable or growing. The information gathered and presented
revealed a positive relationship between an event’s level of diversification and attendance. Diversification
is simply having multiple “types” of things (such as concerts, races, softball tournaments, gun shows, etc.)
occurring alongside the “rattlesnake” aspect of an event. In general, events that are more diversified have
higher attendance. However, when the organizers were asked to name the one factor that most directly
affected attendance at their events, the vast majority indicated that weather was the primary factor. In
short, bad weather often trumps other factors and hurts attendance.
TPWD staff also presented information on the influence of snake harvest numbers on attendance. Events
that are centered around the WDR (in Texas and Oklahoma) often involve one or more pits containing
large numbers of snakes. According to the information gathered, there does not appear to be a
correlation between the number of snakes at the event and attendance each year.
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The overarching conclusion that TPWD staff presented to the SHWG was that snake-themed events have
declined across the nation over the years, but those that remain are diversified and remain stable or are
thriving.
Group discussion followed the presentation of this material and reactions varied. Individual perspectives
related to the metrics of success at snake-themed events as outlined by TPWD are provided in the Points
of Consideration (POC) section from meeting 4 below. There was no debate that such events are
economically and culturally valuable to the communities in which they are held and that the remaining
events are generally stable or thriving. The city of Sweetwater confirmed this for their event by
commissioning a study in 2015 to determine the economic impact of the Roundup to the local community
($8.4 million in 2015). The full report can be accessed at:
http://sweetwatertexas.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/12/Sweetwater%20Rattlesnake%20Roundup_EIA_report-20154_FINAL.pdf
Some SHWG members accepted the information TPWD presented as an accurate representation of the
various events. However, others felt the information gathered was unreliable. They felt the event
organizers were being untruthful in reporting numbers, attendance, etc. in an attempt to make their event
appear more successful than it is. Some also expressed a belief that TPWD staff could have “led” the
information gathering process to arrive at a desired conclusion.
It seemed as though much of the objection to the information itself orbited around the nuance of factors
affecting attendance. One member acknowledged that it made sense that more diversified events are
better attended, but that this should not obscure the fact that people come to such events to see snakes.
This person expressed the belief that rattlesnakes are the anchor or draw of an event and all of the other
events that occur alongside them are simply to bolster the main attraction. Some agreed with the
assessment that weather impacts attendance, but opined that this factor as one among many rather than
a prominent one. Finally, there was much debate about the correlation between numbers of snakes and
the influence on attendance. Most everyone agreed that the attendance at an event in any particular year
is not correlated to the number of snakes brought to the event that year. This is evidenced by the fact that
vendors and attendees make plans to attend events without any knowledge of the number of snakes that
will be brought in. However, some members expressed the belief that Sweetwater is unique in that
attendance at that event is driven by an expectation of higher harvest numbers. At the center of the issue,
a SHWG representative from Sweetwater indicated that they need 4,000 pounds of snakes to have a
successful event. He suggested that a ban on the use of gasoline will result in harvest below 4,000 pounds,
and thus have a negative impact on the roundup. Others did not agree with that perspective. They
expressed the belief that there simply needs to be enough snakes at an event for attendees to feel like
they’ve seen a lot of snakes. They did not feel that Sweetwater’s event was unique in that aspect nor
would a prohibition of the use of gasoline would keep them from having enough snakes for a successful
event.
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ANTIVENIN AND MEDICAL RESEARCH
As part of the cultural as well as economic impact of snake-themed events, potential impacts to the
availability of venom for antivenin, pet vaccine production, and medical research were researched. TPWD
staff corresponded with the two companies that manufacture the antivenin and pet vaccine for the WDR.
TPWD staff also corresponded with five of six major venom suppliers in the U.S. (one would not respond to
correspondence after the initial contact) and one in Europe who deal in WDR venom. Finally, TPWD staff
corresponded with three nationally and/or internationally recognized venom researchers. The results of
the information gathered were presented to the group. For detailed information regarding the data
presented to the SHWG, please see Reference Document 6.
The WDR antivenin (CroFab) manufacturer (BTG International) provided statements in 2010 and 2014
indicating that venom in their supply chain was produced under strict laboratory protocols and that
outside venom sources cannot be used. Through a dialogue with them, we learned that there was a
possibility of outside venom (presumably from Texas roundups) making its way into their supply chain
during a period of 2011 – 2013. They revised their purchasing terms and conditions in January of 2014 in
an apparent effort to ensure that this possibility is eliminated in the future.
Red Rock Biologics manufactures the pet vaccine for WDR envenomation. They indicated that their venom
supply comes from captive colonies.
All but one of the venom suppliers TPWD contacted indicated that the market demand for WDR venom
could be met with captive colonies and/or other collection methods should gassing be prohibited. The one
outlier felt that permitting requirements in Texas would need to be relaxed to meet the demand should
gassing be prohibited.
The researchers indicated that the venom industry has changed a great deal over the last decades. The
industry has moved away from using large volumes of pooled venom and the standard is now smaller
amounts of venom from individual specimens of known geographic origin maintained in captivity. Venom
is collected in labs from specimens kept with proper care and companies isolate specific components of
venoms that are most useful for their purposes and produce them synthetically for use in pharmaceuticals.
As a result of this feedback from the venom industry, the overarching message from TPWD’s presentation
to the group was that a prohibition on gassing would have little to no impact on WDR venom availability
for antivenin/vaccine production or medical research.
Group discussion followed the presentation of this material and reactions varied. Individual perspectives
related to the venom industry information presented by TPWD are provided in the Points of Consideration
(POC) section from meeting 4 below. The debate that followed this presentation focused primarily on the
veracity of the information TPWD received. Most of the members felt the information presented
accurately represented the venom industry’s perspective. However, some members expressed the belief
that the suppliers, manufacturers, and researchers were being untruthful about the source of their venom
for fear of the public relations damage that would result if the public knew that some venom came from
gassed snakes at roundups. Others postulated that industry representatives lied because a government
official was inquiring.
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ALTERNATIVE CAPTURE METHODS
The SHWG was also to address the following charge:
4. Identify any systematic obstacles to alternative, ecologically sound capture methods
Throughout various meetings, alternative means of capturing rattlesnakes were discussed. Some SHWG
members have indicated that a gassing prohibition would eliminate the ability to capture a sufficient
volume of snakes for a successful event. Others noted that gassing is illegal in other states, and successful
events are still held each year. This is because there are several other effective methods that snake
hunters use to harvest WDR (Arena et al, 1995). These include traps, capture at dens in early spring as
snakes bask, road cruising and surface cover searches. Reference Document 7 provides a more detailed
description of the various methods and their strengths and weaknesses.
During the group discussions related to alternative collection methods, various perspectives were
represented. Research papers were provided to SHWG members detailing methods snake enthusiasts and
researchers routinely employ for live snake capture. However, some members indicated that the hunters
who supply the Sweetwater event would simply stop hunting snakes if gassing were prohibited. Other
members indicated that they, or hunters who work their property each year, employ other methods and
successfully capture volumes of snakes delivered to snake-themed events. In addition to published
literature provided, TPWD staff also provided the SHWG a case study detailing a rattlesnake control
program in South Dakota that existed for decades (Reference Document 8). This program employed snake
traps to capture tens of thousands of rattlesnakes with numerous records of traps capturing
approximately one hundred snakes at a time. One member denied that it is possible to capture sufficient
volume of snakes using traps and discounted the case study. Others opposed that belief and offered
examples of snake collecting teams utilizing methods other than gassing.
Much of the discussion revolved around the various nuances of capture methods. For example, some
methods (road cruising and surface cover searches) are most effective once snakes have left the den and
are active on summer feeding grounds. On the contrary, for maximum efficacy, one should deploy traps at
den locations and capture snakes either entering the den in the fall, emerging to bask on warm winter
days, or departing in the spring. Similarly, actively capturing snakes around dens (without using traps) is
most effective at those times of the year. As a result, trapping and active collection at the mouths of dens
were considered by some members to be viable alternatives to gassing. Due to the current early spring
timing of when some Texas events are held, there was concern expressed that these methods would not
allow certainty that hunters can capture enough snakes given the influence of weather on rattlesnake
behavior at the mouths of dens. Some members countered that event dates could be shifted to later in
the season to ensure sufficient opportunity for hunters to capture snakes using these methods.
In addition to trapping, the conversation progressed to creating artificial dens with access ports that could
be harvested at will or gassed without concern for impact to non-target karst species. Information about
creating artificial dens was shared with the working group. Some members dismissed the concept
expressing doubt in their efficacy and concern about the cost of installation. Others cited examples of
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WDRs readily denning under man-made structures and noting that such conditions could easily be
replicated using low cost materials.

MEETING 4
It became clear through the process that perspectives within the SHWG related to the various aspects of
the gassing issue were not unanimous and that it would not be possible to provide what was assigned to
the group in the following charge:
7. Provide practical solutions/preferred recommendations in a written report to the Executive Director
The individuals on this working group represented the wide range of views that constituents hold
regarding this means of collection. Dr. Eikenhorst encouraged each SHWG member to write his/her
perspective to be included, unedited, as part of this report effort. These unedited perspectives are found
in Reference Document 9. As a result of the varying perspectives, there are few, if any, universally
accepted recommendations that will be presented in this document. However, to ascertain the level of
consensus for various concepts critical to the complete understanding of this issue, Chairman Eikenhorst
directed SHWG members and TPWD staff to develop a series of statements encapsulating the areas of
debate.

WORKING GROUP POINTS OF CONSIDERATION
Fourteen such statements or “Points of Consideration” (POC) were drafted and approved by all members
of the SHWG. These POC were then distributed to all SHWG members who were then offered the
opportunity to register their opinion on each. Completed POC documents were received from 11 of the 12
SHWG members. This opinion was registered in the form of checking a box stating he/she agrees with the
statement, disagrees, or is undecided. Since simply checking a box does not allow for nuance, a comment
box was added to each question and each SHWG member was instructed to use this box to offer clarifying
statements if desired. The SHWG was assured that those documents would be added to this report
unedited. Those documents are found in Appendix 6. Using the feedback provided by these POC
responses, the level of agreement or disagreement with critical statements or concepts related to gassing
can be gauged.
Snake-Theme Events / Festivals
Point of Consideration #1 - Snake-themed events are a long-standing tradition in some communities
and provide social and economic benefits.
All eleven members agreed with this statement (Graph 1).
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Graph 1: POC #1 Responses

Point of Consideration #2 - Snake themed events/festivals have declined in number across the nation.
Events that remain reported that they are diversified and that they are stable or thriving.
Nine of eleven SHWG members agreed with this statement (Graph 2). Two disagreed.
Graph 2: POC #2 Responses

Point of Consideration #3 - Based on an analysis of reports from 21 out of 25 snake-themed events
across the nation, there does not appear to be a direct correlation between snake numbers/weights at
those events and reported festival attendance or revenue.
Five of eleven SHWG members agreed with this statement (Graph 3). Three disagreed. Three were
undecided.
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Graph 3: POC #3 Responses

Point of Consideration #4 - In contrast, Sweetwater reports that there is an expectation of higher
numbers of snakes based on historical take, which drives attendance and economic impact.
Four of eleven members agreed with this statement (Graph 4). Five disagreed. Two were undecided.
Graph 4: POC #4 Responses

Antivenin and Medical Research
Point of Consideration #5 - 11 of 12 of the individuals/companies in the venom industry reported that
a prohibition on the use of gasoline to collect rattlesnakes in Texas would have limited impact on the
supply of western diamondback rattlesnake venom for the pet vaccine, antivenin, or medical research
markets.
Seven of eleven members agreed with this statement (Graph 5). Two disagreed. Two were undecided.
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Graph 5: POC #5 Responses

Gassing as a Threat to Non-Target Species
Point of Consideration #6 - Introducing gasoline and/or its associated vapors into naturally occurring
western diamondback rattlesnake dens poses potential threats to populations of non-target species
that might occupy those dens alongside rattlesnakes.
Seven of eleven members agreed with this statement (Graph 6). Two disagreed. Two were undecided.
Graph 6: POC #6 Responses

Point of Consideration #7 - The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be
sufficiently addressed by placing restrictions on volume of gasoline used per den when collecting
western diamondback rattlesnakes.
Two of eleven members agreed with this statement (Graph 7). Six disagreed. Three were undecided.
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Graph 7: POC #7 Responses

Point of Consideration #8 - The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be
sufficiently addressed by establishing a defined season for gassing western diamondback rattlesnake
dens.
Two of eleven members agreed with this statement (Graph 8). Six disagreed. Three were undecided.
Graph 8: POC #8 Responses

Point of Consideration #9 - The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be
sufficiently addressed by limiting gassing of western diamondback rattlesnake dens to specific
geographic areas.
Four of eleven members agreed with this statement (Graph 9). Four disagreed. Three were undecided.
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Graph 9: POC #9 Responses

Point of Consideration #10 - The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be best
addressed by a statewide prohibition on gassing western diamondback rattlesnake dens.
Six of eleven members agreed with this statement (Graph 10). Four disagreed. One was undecided.
Graph 10: POC #10 Responses

Point of Consideration #11 - Proactive efforts by the state and/or private landowners to reduce the
potential threats to populations of non-target species are preferred to having the potential threats
addressed through official policy implemented by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Nine of eleven members agreed with this statement (Graph 11). Two disagreed.
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Graph 11: POC #11 Responses

Permits and Western Diamondback Rattlesnakes
Point of Consideration #12 - Flexibility and/or streamlining should be considered in the nongame
permit process as it pertains to western diamondback rattlesnakes.
All eleven members agreed with this statement (Graph 12).
Graph 12: POC #12 Responses

Managing Rattlesnakes Around Man-Made Structures
Point of Consideration #13 - If any regulatory action relative to gassing western diamondback
rattlesnakes is considered, there should be no restrictions on methods of taking rattlesnakes near or
around man-made structures or similar areas of human activity to ensure human safety.
Nine of eleven members agreed with this statement (Graph 13). Two disagreed.
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Graph13: POC #13 Responses

Alternative Means of Collection
Point of Consideration #14 - Texas Parks and Wildlife Department and relevant partners will assist
with potential future research and provide support for alternative methods of collection of western
diamondback rattlesnakes.
Ten of eleven members agreed with this statement (Graph 14). One disagreed.
Graph 14: POC #14 Responses

CONCLUSION
Twelve dedicated constituents volunteered a great deal of time and energy to delve deeply into the
practice of gassing. Individuals were chosen to be on the working group to represent divergent opinions.
Each member represented his or her perspective in what was often spirited and passionate debate. By the
end of the working group’s time together, a few areas of clear agreement were discovered, but many
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areas of disagreement remained. However, the process remained flexible and inclusive to all perspectives
and every attempt was made to ensure that each person’s perspective was represented.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1: SNAKE HARVEST WORKING GROUP PARTICIPANT LIST
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Terry
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thibb@swtexas.net

vetdocbill@hotmail.com

(817) 584-5417 robert.denkhaus@fortworthgov.org
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APPENDIX 6: POINTS OF CONSIDERATION – INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES (UNEDITED AND IN NO
PARTICULAR ORDER)
James Wright

Snake Harvest Working Group
Points of Consideration
1. Snake-themed events are a long-standing tradition in some communities and provide social
and economic benefits.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments:
2. Snake themed events/festivals have declined in number across the nation. Events that remain
reported that they are diversified and that they are stable or thriving.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments:
3. Based on an analysis of reports from 21 out of 25 snake-themed events across the nation,
there does not appear to be a direct correlation between snake numbers/weights at those
events and reported festival attendance or revenue.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments:
4. In contrast, Sweetwater reports that there is an expectation of higher numbers of snakes
based on historical take, which drives attendance and economic impact.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☒

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments: People don’t attend roundups to see a specific number or specific weight of
snakes. They walk in and see a large pit full of rattlesnakes and are overwhelmed and
satisfied. Sweetwater has always been the largest snake roundup due to the fact they
are the best motivated and organized group. Gassing dens does not give them any
advantage. Therefore Sweetwater Rattlesnake Roundup will remain the largest
rattlesnake roundup with or without gassing.
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5. 11 of 12 of the individuals/companies in the venom industry reported that a prohibition on
the use of gasoline to collect rattlesnakes in Texas would have limited impact on the supply of
western diamondback rattlesnake venom for the pet vaccine, antivenin, or medical research
markets.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments:
6. Introducing gasoline and/or its associated vapors into naturally occurring western
diamondback rattlesnake dens poses potential threats to populations of non-target species
that might occupy those dens alongside rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments:
7. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
placing restrictions on volume of gasoline used per den when collecting western diamondback
rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☒

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments: The amount of gas used would be impossible to regulate.
8. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
establishing a defined season for gassing western diamondback rattlesnake dens.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☒

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments: Snakes and not-target species all use the dens in the same temperature
conditions.
9. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
limiting gassing of western diamondback rattlesnake dens to specific geographic areas.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☒

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments: Where geographically do non-target species not exist?
10. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be best addressed by a
statewide prohibition on gassing western diamondback rattlesnake dens.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐
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Comments:
11. Proactive efforts by the state and/or private landowners to reduce the potential threats to
populations of non-target species are preferred to having the potential threats addressed
through official policy implemented by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☒

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments:
12. Flexibility and/or streamlining should be considered in the nongame permit process as it
pertains to western diamondback rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments:
13. If any regulatory action relative to gassing western diamondback rattlesnakes is considered,
there should be no restrictions on methods of taking rattlesnakes near or around man-made
structures or similar areas of human activity to ensure human safety.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments:
14. Texas Parks and Wildlife Department and relevant partners will assist with potential future
research and provide support for alternative methods of collection of western diamondback
rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments:

SHWG MEMBER NAME:

James Wright

DATE:

9-5-15
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Donna Boatright

Snake Harvest Working Group
Points of Consideration
15. Snake-themed events are a long-standing tradition in some communities and provide social
and economic benefits.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments:
16. Snake themed events/festivals have declined in number across the nation. Events that remain
reported that they are diversified and that they are stable or thriving.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments:
17. Based on an analysis of reports from 21 out of 25 snake-themed events across the nation,
there does not appear to be a direct correlation between snake numbers/weights at those
events and reported festival attendance or revenue.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☒

Comments:
18. In contrast, Sweetwater reports that there is an expectation of higher numbers of snakes
based on historical take, which drives attendance and economic impact.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments:
19. 11 of 12 of the individuals/companies in the venom industry reported that a prohibition on
the use of gasoline to collect rattlesnakes in Texas would have limited impact on the supply of
western diamondback rattlesnake venom for the pet vaccine, antivenin, or medical research
markets.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

I agree this was reported but am not convinced that this is true.
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20. Introducing gasoline and/or its associated vapors into naturally occurring western
diamondback rattlesnake dens poses potential threats to populations of non-target species
that might occupy those dens alongside rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments:
21. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
placing restrictions on volume of gasoline used per den when collecting western diamondback
rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☒

There is no research to support or dispute this statement.
22. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
establishing a defined season for gassing western diamondback rattlesnake dens.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☒

There is no research to support or dispute this statement.
23. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
limiting gassing of western diamondback rattlesnake dens to specific geographic areas.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☒

As above
24. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be best addressed by a
statewide prohibition on gassing western diamondback rattlesnake dens.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☒

This is impractical as it is unenforceable.
25. Proactive efforts by the state and/or private landowners to reduce the potential threats to
populations of non-target species are preferred to having the potential threats addressed
through official policy implemented by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments:
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26. Flexibility and/or streamlining should be considered in the nongame permit process as it
pertains to western diamondback rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments:
27. If any regulatory action relative to gassing western diamondback rattlesnakes is considered,
there should be no restrictions on methods of taking rattlesnakes near or around man-made
structures or similar areas of human activity to ensure human safety.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments:

28. Texas Parks and Wildlife Department and relevant partners will assist with potential future
research and provide support for alternative methods of collection of western diamondback
rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

I think demonstration projects and efforts might result in alternate take methods that
would be acceptable to all. But this will take money and time.

SHWG MEMBER NAME:

Donna Boatright

DATE:

September
21, 2015
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Rob Denkhaus

Snake Harvest Working Group
Points of Consideration
29. Snake-themed events are a long-standing tradition in some communities and provide social
and economic benefits.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments:
30. Snake themed events/festivals have declined in number across the nation. Events that remain
reported that they are diversified and that they are stable or thriving.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments:
31. Based on an analysis of reports from 21 out of 25 snake-themed events across the nation,
there does not appear to be a direct correlation between snake numbers/weights at those
events and reported festival attendance or revenue.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments:
32. In contrast, Sweetwater reports that there is an expectation of higher numbers of snakes
based on historical take, which drives attendance and economic impact.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☒

UNDECIDED ☐

Despite statements made by representatives of the Sweetwater event, information
provided, or available from other sources, indicate that in recent years the event has
continued to be successful and grow even though the reported quantity of snakes has
shown a decreasing trend.
33. 11 of 12 of the individuals/companies in the venom industry reported that a prohibition on
the use of gasoline to collect rattlesnakes in Texas would have limited impact on the supply of
western diamondback rattlesnake venom for the pet vaccine, antivenin, or medical research
markets.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐
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Comments:
34. Introducing gasoline and/or its associated vapors into naturally occurring western
diamondback rattlesnake dens poses potential threats to populations of non-target species
that might occupy those dens alongside rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

It is a certainty that other species inhabit these dens and it is a scientifically proven fact
that gasoline and its vapors are potentially lethal to a vast array of species.
35. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
placing restrictions on volume of gasoline used per den when collecting western diamondback
rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☒

UNDECIDED ☐

The science indicates that minute quantities of gasoline and its vapors can be lethal to
many invertebrate species. In addition, regulation of quantities used would be virtually
impossible to enforce.
36. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
establishing a defined season for gassing western diamondback rattlesnake dens.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☒

UNDECIDED ☐

Whether non-target species are killed in the spring, summer or fall is irrelevant.
37. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
limiting gassing of western diamondback rattlesnake dens to specific geographic areas.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☒

UNDECIDED ☐

Making value judgements determining that threatening a species is appropriate in one
geographic area but not another is not a solution. An endemic species living only within
the approved area would still potentially be eliminated.
38. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be best addressed by a
statewide prohibition on gassing western diamondback rattlesnake dens.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

A complete ban is the only ecologically sound solution.
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39. Proactive efforts by the state and/or private landowners to reduce the potential threats to
populations of non-target species are preferred to having the potential threats addressed
through official policy implemented by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

The first, and most proactive, effort should be a complete ban on gassing.
40. Flexibility and/or streamlining should be considered in the nongame permit process as it
pertains to western diamondback rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

The gassing issue is not one of WDR populations and facilitating their take using other
methods through the permit process would provide greater opportunities for snake
hunters to support local round-ups.
41. If any regulatory action relative to gassing western diamondback rattlesnakes is considered,
there should be no restrictions on methods of taking rattlesnakes near or around man-made
structures or similar areas of human activity to ensure human safety.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☒

UNDECIDED ☐

Gasoline is a dangerous substance that should not be introduced into the environment.
At a minimum, this is where the volume of gasoline used should be regulated.

42. Texas Parks and Wildlife Department and relevant partners will assist with potential future
research and provide support for alternative methods of collection of western diamondback
rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments:

SHWG MEMBER NAME:

Robert Denkhaus

DATE:

9-6-15
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Don Roeber

Snake Harvest Working Group
Points of Consideration
43. Snake-themed events are a long-standing tradition in some communities and provide social
and economic benefits.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

In contemporary times, the main reason for communities to have rattlesnake roundups is
primarily for bringing in funds for the local economy of each hosting city as well as to provide
funds to charities.

44. Snake themed events/festivals have declined in number across the nation. Events that remain
reported that they are diversified and that they are stable or thriving.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments:
45. Based on an analysis of reports from 21 out of 25 snake-themed events across the nation,
there does not appear to be a direct correlation between snake numbers/weights at those
events and reported festival attendance or revenue.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

46. In contrast, Sweetwater reports that there is an expectation of higher numbers of snakes
based on historical take, which drives attendance and economic impact.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☒

UNDECIDED ☐

I believe ticket sales have no bearing on the number of snakes collected or displayed. As long
as enough animals can be collected to provide the visual incentive for the public to continue to
attend these events, roundup management should not be concerned with the specific number
or poundage of snakes collected for their respective event.

47. 11 of 12 of the individuals/companies in the venom industry reported that a prohibition on
the use of gasoline to collect rattlesnakes in Texas would have limited impact on the supply of
western diamondback rattlesnake venom for the pet vaccine, antivenin, or medical research
markets.
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AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

The antivenin industry has sources other than the roundups for obtaining needed venom. In
fact, a new emerging Mexican vendor in this space is not even using western diamondback
venom to produce their antivenin. Other major vendors in this space are keeping their own
captive populations of rattlesnakes for producing antivenin. There is simply no compelling
argument that rattlesnake roundups provide a significant amount of venom to this industry.

48. Introducing gasoline and/or its associated vapors into naturally occurring western
diamondback rattlesnake dens poses potential threats to populations of non-target species
that might occupy those dens alongside rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Compelling data exists that demonstrates petroleum, whether in liquid or gaseous form, has a
negative impact on all animals in a karst system.

49. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
placing restrictions on volume of gasoline used per den when collecting western diamondback
rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☒

UNDECIDED ☐

I believe that the level of petroleum vapors that would be required to drive rattlesnakes
to the surface would be at sufficient strength to cause significant damage or even
mortality to other organisms in the den environment. Certainly, no study has been
conducted to prove otherwise.
50. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
establishing a defined season for gassing western diamondback rattlesnake dens.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☒

UNDECIDED ☐

Using the same rational provided in 7 above, all it would take is one instance of gassing at
a particular den site to have a negative impact on the rest of the organisms in that karst
feature.
51. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
limiting gassing of western diamondback rattlesnake dens to specific geographic areas.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☒

UNDECIDED ☐

Even if restricted to a geographic area the same impacts could occur as described in points
7 and 8 above.
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52. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be best addressed by a
statewide prohibition on gassing western diamondback rattlesnake dens.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments:
53. Proactive efforts by the state and/or private landowners to reduce the potential threats to
populations of non-target species are preferred to having the potential threats addressed
through official policy implemented by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Compelling data and additional discussion in the group has demonstrated to me that petroleum,
whether in liquid or gaseous form, has a negative impact on all animals in a karst system
(whether invertebrates or vertebrates). This fact is not lost on concerned persons and groups,
both inside and outside of Texas. Continued use of this gassing practice could expose Texas to
re-classification of some karst animals. This act would, in turn, place additional burden on the
Department to develop, administer, and enforce the appropriate species management plans.
Additional constraints could also be placed on landowners with karst features on their property
as to their land-use practices. Even (provided that the process would be enforceable) if the
Department were to allow gassing at only a few select den sites, there is significant risk that even
at those sites, invertebrates that have evolved specifically in those karst features could be
endangered.

54. Flexibility and/or streamlining should be considered in the nongame permit process as it
pertains to western diamondback rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments:
55. If any regulatory action relative to gassing western diamondback rattlesnakes is considered,
there should be no restrictions on methods of taking rattlesnakes near or around man-made
structures or similar areas of human activity to ensure human safety.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments:

56. Texas Parks and Wildlife Department and relevant partners will assist with potential future
research and provide support for alternative methods of collection of western diamondback
rattlesnakes.
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AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Rattlesnakes can be harvested in sufficient numbers by timing collection activities when the
snakes are above ground around the openings of the dens. This requires a little more extra
consideration and work from the collectors, but can definitely be done. There are also
opportunities to place funnel trap mechanisms around the openings of den sites to collect the
snakes. Funnel traps of various designs have been used by scientists as well as lay persons to
collect all manners of species in the past, including snakes. Funnel traps are a proven technique
for collecting wildlife. One consideration with this argument is that roundups may need to be
moved to dates that are better timed to take advantage of non-gassing methods of take, but
with proactive marketing and planning, these events can be moved to other dates.

SHWG MEMBER NAME:

Don Roeber

DATE:

9/15/2015
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Ken Becker

Snake Harvest Working Group
Points of Consideration
57. Snake-themed events are a long-standing tradition in some communities and provide social
and economic benefits.
AGREE ☐x

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments: Each event should stand on its own merit, mission, and marketing. Some
of the so-called snake events are more tied to Music Festivals.
58. Snake themed events/festivals have declined in number across the nation. Events that remain
reported that they are diversified and that they are stable or thriving.
AGREE x☐

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments: As most events, those that are successful will evolve over the years into
what keeps the people coming. Many event organizers will change the event and find
that the public no longer has interest in and quits attending. The Sweetwater Round
Up’s core is still about rattlesnake safety and controlling the rattlesnake population in
our region. Many additional events have been added over the years to make its draw
appeal to a wider variety of participants w/out changing the core purpose & message.
59. Based on an analysis of reports from 21 out of 25 snake-themed events across the nation,
there does not appear to be a direct correlation between snake numbers/weights at those
events and reported festival attendance or revenue.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☐x

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments: That statement is taking a lot of assumptions. I’m sure that each of us
could back up reasons as to what it is we think happened. Since this question is based
on an assumption, here is my assumption: Sweetwater’s Round Up is a body of work
over many years. I believe that the poundage amounts over time have been one of the
keys to our success. One of the other keys has been that we have stuck to our core
beliefs. Some RRup’s went away from the core and continued to change to met what
they thought the public wanted and became irrelevant.
60. In contrast, Sweetwater reports that there is an expectation of higher numbers of snakes
based on historical take, which drives attendance and economic impact.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED x☐
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Comments: I do believe over time, the larger amount of snakes and the fact that
Sweetwater can “market” the largest RRup based on overall capture, makes a difference
in the attendance. Without the continued upgrading and “marketing” of the event, the
attendance would at some point decline. Staying w/ our core purpose and the
continuation of our marketing efforts, the event builds on its own successes. There are
so many reasons that the snake count take can raise and lower. To assume that the
number is lower because of fewer snakes or the effects of gassing to a den is long term,
is just that, an assumption. We do have dens that have been gassed and hunted year
after year and continue to produce snakes. The economic impact is also affected based
on things like additional motels in Sweetwater built for the “Tourism & Development”
body of work for the whole year. Events are added together to be used as justification
for future expansions in hotel/motels, restaurants, retail, and others.
61. 11 of 12 of the individuals/companies in the venom industry reported that a prohibition on
the use of gasoline to collect rattlesnakes in Texas would have limited impact on the supply of
western diamondback rattlesnake venom for the pet vaccine, antivenin, or medical research
markets.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED x☐

Comments: Until proven otherwise, I question the validity of the information gathered.
Not knowing how the questions were asked leaves a question to the results. Assuming
that a phone call to a stranger is “trusted” information and that a committee members
statement and personal knowledge is “questioned” information? I could make calls and
lead my caller to the answers I want.
62. Introducing gasoline and/or its associated vapors into naturally occurring western
diamondback rattlesnake dens poses potential threats to populations of non-target species
that might occupy those dens alongside rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED x☐

Comments: At this point, unless there is information I have missed, we are basing this on
assumptions. I assume that gas fumes entered into a confined space “could” harm nontargeted species. I would also assume that these dens are not sealed and would hold all
the fumes released. I have not seen or heard of studied evidence over time that supports
the assumptions.

63. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
placing restrictions on volume of gasoline used per den when collecting western diamondback
rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED x☐
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Comments: This statement makes sense and I would assume that releasing less fumes
would do less damage. My struggle is that w/out scientific data, how do we know that
less, more, any, a lot is good or bad and to whom?
64. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
establishing a defined season for gassing western diamondback rattlesnake dens.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED x☐

Comments: Again, as in my answer to #7, w/out scientific data, how do we know?
65. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
limiting gassing of western diamondback rattlesnake dens to specific geographic areas.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED x☐

Comments: The comment makes some sense but as in #7 and #8, what do we have to base
this on? Is a season needed, how long, how short, if at all, what geographic region, etc.?
66. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be best addressed by a
statewide prohibition on gassing western diamondback rattlesnake dens.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE x☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments: Some of the other options have been based on assumption and some sort of
compromise. This statement is based on limited scientific data at best w/ no
compromise.
67. Proactive efforts by the state and/or private landowners to reduce the potential threats to
populations of non-target species are preferred to having the potential threats addressed
through official policy implemented by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
AGREE x☐

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments: We have become “too” politically correct in the US and knuckle under the
pressure of Big Government. Texas has done well for itself and its constituents by not
folding under to pressure. I understand the need to work w/ and compromise on certain
point and at certain levels. We must also be careful of becoming a state that gives up
before a punch is even thrown. I assume that the intent of this committee is to weight
our options and be ready for friendly battle. If not, maybe we can follow France and stay
out of the battle so we won’t lose or get hurt.
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68. Flexibility and/or streamlining should be considered in the nongame permit process as it
pertains to western diamondback rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☐x

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments: If we truly want to collect data, the current process needs to be refined.
69. If any regulatory action relative to gassing western diamondback rattlesnakes is considered,
there should be no restrictions on methods of taking rattlesnakes near or around man-made
structures or similar areas of human activity to ensure human safety.
DISAGREE ☐

AGREE x☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments: Even though I agree w/ the statement, it seems strange that we would
compromise here as I believe that most of the purpose of hunting around our RRup is
based on human/animal safety. I am also not naïve to assume that all hunters view my
reason for hunting. Many do it for the sport, the thrill, and the $$.

70. Texas Parks and Wildlife Department and relevant partners will assist with potential future
research and provide support for alternative methods of collection of western diamondback
rattlesnakes.
DISAGREE ☐

AGREE x☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Comments: The overall comment makes sense.

SHWG MEMBER NAME:

Ken Becker

DATE:

9-18-15
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Leah Andrews

Snake Harvest Working Group
Points of Consideration
1. Snake-themed events are a long-standing tradition in some communities and provide
social and economic benefits.
AGREE ☒
DISAGREE ☐
UNDECIDED ☐
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2. Snake themed events/festivals have declined in number across the nation. Events
that remain reported that they are diversified and that they are stable or thriving.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☒

UNDECIDED ☐
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3. Based on an analysis of reports from 21 out of 25 snake-themed events across the nation,
there does not appear to be a direct correlation between snake numbers/weights at
those events and reported festival attendance or revenue.
AGREE ☐
ai

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☒
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4. In contrast, Sweetwater reports that there is an expectation of higher numbers of snakes
based on historical take, which drives attendance and economic impact.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐
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5. 11 of 12 of the individuals/companies in the venom industry reported that a prohibition on
the use of gasoline to collect rattlesnakes in Texas would have limited impact on the supply
of western diamondback rattlesnake venom for the pet vaccine, antivenin, or medical
research markets.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☒
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6. Introducing gasoline and/or its associated vapors into naturally occurring western
diamondback rattlesnake dens poses potential threats to populations of non-target species
that might occupy those dens alongside rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☒
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7. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
placing restrictions on volume of gasoline used per den when collecting western
diamondback rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☐
DISAGREE ☐
UNDECIDED ☒
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8. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
establishing a defined season for gassing western diamondback rattlesnake dens.
AGREE ☐
DISAGREE ☐
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9. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
limiting gassing of western diamondback rattlesnake dens to specific geographic areas.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☐
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10. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be best addressed by a
statewide prohibition on gassing western diamondback rattlesnake dens.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE ☒

UNDECIDED ☐
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11. Proactive efforts by the state and/or private landowners to reduce the potential threats to
populations of non-target species are preferred to having the potential threats addressed
through official policy implemented by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐
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12. Flexibility and/or streamlining should be considered in the nongame permit process as
it pertains to western diamondback rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☒
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13. If any regulatory action relative to gassing western diamondback rattlesnakes is considered,
there should be no restrictions on methods of taking rattlesnakes near or around manmade structures or similar areas of human activity to ensure human safety.
AGREE ☒
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14. Texas Parks and Wildlife Department and relevant partners will assist with potential future
research and provide support for alternative methods of collection of western
diamondback rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☒
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Terry Hibbitts

Snake Harvest Working Group
Points of Consideration
1. Snake-themed events are a long-standing tradition in some communities and provide social
and economic benefits.
AGREE ☒
DISAGREE ☐
UNDECIDED ☐
Comments: The event could remain snake-themed but not include the killing of large
numbers of rattlesnakes like similar events in Pennsylvania.
2. Snake themed events/festivals have declined in number across the nation. Events that
remain reported that they are diversified and that they are stable or thriving.
AGREE ☒
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

3. Based on an analysis of reports from 21 out of 25 snake-themed events across the nation,
there does not appear to be a direct correlation between snake numbers/weights at those
events and reported festival attendance or revenue.
AGREE ☐
DISAGREE ☐
UNDECIDED ☒
Comments: There has been no actual Scientific research and data completed to show
any correlation between snake numbers/weights at these events.
4. In contrast, Sweetwater reports that there is an expectation of higher numbers of snakes
based on historical take, which drives attendance and economic impact.
AGREE ☐
DISAGREE ☒
Comments: We don’t know this until the numbers are reduced.

UNDECIDED ☐

5. 11 of 12 of the individuals/companies in the venom industry reported that a prohibition on
the use of gasoline to collect rattlesnakes in Texas would have limited impact on the supply
of western diamondback rattlesnake venom for the pet vaccine, antivenin, or medical
research markets.
AGREE ☒
DISAGREE ☐
Comments: That’s what they say and I tend to believe them.

UNDECIDED ☐
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6. Introducing gasoline and/or its associated vapors into naturally occurring western
diamondback rattlesnake dens poses potential threats to populations of non-target species
that might occupy those dens alongside rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☒
DISAGREE ☐
UNDECIDED ☐
Comments: This is a fact. The research has demonstrated these facts. It is really not
something to agree or disagree on.
7. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
placing restrictions on volume of gasoline used per den when collecting western
diamondback rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☐
DISAGREE ☒
Comments: Any gas is too much.

UNDECIDED ☐

8. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
establishing a defined season for gassing western diamondback rattlesnake dens.
AGREE ☐
DISAGREE ☒
Comments: Any gas any time is too much.

UNDECIDED ☐

9. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
limiting gassing of western diamondback rattlesnake dens to specific geographic areas.
AGREE ☐
Comments: No gassing at all.

DISAGREE ☒

UNDECIDED ☐

10. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be best addressed by a
statewide prohibition on gassing western diamondback rattlesnake dens.
AGREE ☒
DISAGREE ☐
Comments: That’s where we need to go.

UNDECIDED ☐

11. Proactive efforts by the state and/or private landowners to reduce the potential threats to
populations of non-target species are preferred to having the potential threats addressed
through official policy implemented by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
AGREE ☒
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

12. Flexibility and/or streamlining should be considered in the nongame permit process as it
pertains to western diamondback rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☒
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐
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13. If any regulatory action relative to gassing western diamondback rattlesnakes is considered,
there should be no restrictions on methods of taking rattlesnakes near or around manmade structures or similar areas of human activity to ensure human safety.
AGREE ☐
DISAGREE ☒
UNDECIDED ☐
Comments: I agree that people can kill them around their homes but “no regulation”
could mean things that are already deemed illegal like shooting in town or gassing.
14. Texas Parks and Wildlife Department and relevant partners will assist with potential future
research and provide support for alternative methods of collection of western diamondback
rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☐
DISAGREE ☒
UNDECIDED ☐
Comments: Why would TPWD want to provide snake collectors information about how
to find and collect species? It is the onus of the collector to find this information on their
own.

Terry Hibbitts
SHWG MEMBER NAME:
DATE:

9-12-2015
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Don Steinbach

Snake Harvest Working Group
Points of Consideration
1. Snake-themed events are a long-standing tradition in some communities and provide social
and economic benefits.
AGREE x☐
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

2. Snake themed events/festivals have declined in number across the nation. Events that remain
reported that they are diversified and that they are stable or thriving.
AGREE x☐
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

3. Based on an analysis of reports from 21 out of 25 snake-themed events across the nation,
there does not appear to be a direct correlation between snake numbers/weights at those
events and reported festival attendance or revenue.
AGREE x☐
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

4. In contrast, Sweetwater reports that there is an expectation of higher numbers of snakes
based on historical take, which drives attendance and economic impact.
AGREE ☐
Comments:

DISAGREE x☐

UNDECIDED ☐

5. 11 of 12 of the individuals/companies in the venom industry reported that a prohibition on
the use of gasoline to collect rattlesnakes in Texas would have limited impact on the supply of
western diamondback rattlesnake venom for the pet vaccine, antivenin, or medical research
markets.
AGREE x☐
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

6. Introducing gasoline and/or its associated vapors into naturally occurring western
diamondback rattlesnake dens poses potential threats to populations of non-target species
that might occupy those dens alongside rattlesnakes.
AGREE x
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐
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7. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
placing restrictions on volume of gasoline used per den when collecting western diamondback
rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☐
Comments:

DISAGREE x

UNDECIDED ☐

8. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
establishing a defined season for gassing western diamondback rattlesnake dens.
AGREE ☐
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐x

UNDECIDED ☐

9. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
limiting gassing of western diamondback rattlesnake dens to specific geographic areas.
AGREE x☐
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

10. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be best addressed by a
statewide prohibition on gassing western diamondback rattlesnake dens.
AGREE x☐
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

11. Proactive efforts by the state and/or private landowners to reduce the potential threats to
populations of non-target species are preferred to having the potential threats addressed
through official policy implemented by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
AGREE ☐x
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

12. Flexibility and/or streamlining should be considered in the nongame permit process as it
pertains to western diamondback rattlesnakes.
AGREE x☐
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

13. If any regulatory action relative to gassing western diamondback rattlesnakes is considered,
there should be no restrictions on methods of taking rattlesnakes near or around man-made
structures or similar areas of human activity to ensure human safety.
AGREE ☐x
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐
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14. Texas Parks and Wildlife Department and relevant partners will assist with potential future
research and provide support for alternative methods of collection of western diamondback
rattlesnakes.
AGREE x
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Don Steinbach
SHWG MEMBER NAME:
DATE:

21 Sept
2015
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Billy Wright

Snake Harvest Working Group
Points of Consideration
1. Snake-themed events are a long-standing tradition in some communities and provide social
and economic benefits.
AGREE x
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

2. Snake themed events/festivals have declined in number across the nation. Events that
remain reported that they are diversified and that they are stable or thriving.
AGREE x
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

3. Based on an analysis of reports from 21 out of 25 snake-themed events across the nation,
there does not appear to be a direct correlation between snake numbers/weights at those
events and reported festival attendance or revenue.
AGREE ☐
Comments:

DISAGREE x

UNDECIDED ☐

4. In contrast, Sweetwater reports that there is an expectation of higher numbers of snakes
based on historical take, which drives attendance and economic impact.
AGREE x
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

5. 11 of 12 of the individuals/companies in the venom industry reported that a prohibition on
the use of gasoline to collect rattlesnakes in Texas would have limited impact on the supply
of western diamondback rattlesnake venom for the pet vaccine, antivenin, or medical
research markets.
AGREE ☐
DISAGREE x
Comments: these reports were unreliable and self-serving

UNDECIDED ☐

6. Introducing gasoline and/or its associated vapors into naturally occurring western
diamondback rattlesnake dens poses potential threats to populations of non-target species
that might occupy those dens alongside rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☐

DISAGREE x

UNDECIDED ☐
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Comments: the minute amount of vapors introduced has very little impact
7. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
placing restrictions on volume of gasoline used per den when collecting western
diamondback rattlesnakes.
AGREE x
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

8. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
establishing a defined season for gassing western diamondback rattlesnake dens.
AGREE x
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

9. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
limiting gassing of western diamondback rattlesnake dens to specific geographic areas.
AGREE x
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

10. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be best addressed by a
statewide prohibition on gassing western diamondback rattlesnake dens.
AGREE ☐
Comments:

DISAGREE x

UNDECIDED ☐

11. Proactive efforts by the state and/or private landowners to reduce the potential threats to
populations of non-target species are preferred to having the potential threats addressed
through official policy implemented by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
AGREE x
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

12. Flexibility and/or streamlining should be considered in the nongame permit process as it
pertains to western diamondback rattlesnakes.
AGREE x
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

13. If any regulatory action relative to gassing western diamondback rattlesnakes is considered,
there should be no restrictions on methods of taking rattlesnakes near or around manmade structures or similar areas of human activity to ensure human safety.
AGREE x

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐
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Comments:

14. Texas Parks and Wildlife Department and relevant partners will assist with potential future
research and provide support for alternative methods of collection of western diamondback
rattlesnakes.
AGREE x
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Wm. B. Wright, Jr.
SHWG MEMBER NAME:
DATE:

9/4/2015
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Bill Eikenhorst

Snake Harvest Working Group
Points of Consideration
1. Snake-themed events are a long-standing tradition in some communities and provide social
and economic benefits.
AGREE ☒
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

2. Snake themed events/festivals have declined in number across the nation. Events that
remain reported that they are diversified and that they are stable or thriving.
AGREE ☒
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

3. Based on an analysis of reports from 21 out of 25 snake-themed events across the nation,
there does not appear to be a direct correlation between snake numbers/weights at those
events and reported festival attendance or revenue.
AGREE ☒
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

4. In contrast, Sweetwater reports that there is an expectation of higher numbers of snakes
based on historical take, which drives attendance and economic impact.
AGREE ☐
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☒

5. 11 of 12 of the individuals/companies in the venom industry reported that a prohibition on
the use of gasoline to collect rattlesnakes in Texas would have limited impact on the supply
of western diamondback rattlesnake venom for the pet vaccine, antivenin, or medical
research markets.
AGREE ☒
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

6. Introducing gasoline and/or its associated vapors into naturally occurring western
diamondback rattlesnake dens poses potential threats to populations of non-target species
that might occupy those dens alongside rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐
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Comments:
7. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
placing restrictions on volume of gasoline used per den when collecting western
diamondback rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☐
Comments:

DISAGREE ☒

UNDECIDED ☐

8. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
establishing a defined season for gassing western diamondback rattlesnake dens.
AGREE ☐
Comments:

DISAGREE ☒

UNDECIDED ☐

9. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be sufficiently addressed by
limiting gassing of western diamondback rattlesnake dens to specific geographic areas.
AGREE ☒
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

10. The potential threats to populations of non-target species may be best addressed by a
statewide prohibition on gassing western diamondback rattlesnake dens.
AGREE ☒
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

11. Proactive efforts by the state and/or private landowners to reduce the potential threats to
populations of non-target species are preferred to having the potential threats addressed
through official policy implemented by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
AGREE ☒
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

12. Flexibility and/or streamlining should be considered in the nongame permit process as it
pertains to western diamondback rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☒
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

13. If any regulatory action relative to gassing western diamondback rattlesnakes is considered,
there should be no restrictions on methods of taking rattlesnakes near or around manmade structures or similar areas of human activity to ensure human safety.
AGREE ☒

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐
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Comments:

14. Texas Parks and Wildlife Department and relevant partners will assist with potential future
research and provide support for alternative methods of collection of western diamondback
rattlesnakes.
AGREE ☒
Comments:

DISAGREE ☐

UNDECIDED ☐

Bill Eikenhorst
SHWG MEMBER NAME:
DATE:

9/21/15
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Kaleb McLaurin
(Mr. McLaurin did not submit this document.)
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Dennis Cumbie
(Due to the format in which Mr. Cumbie submitted his documentation, it had to be scanned and
included as an image.)
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